ON APPROXIMATE DERIVATIVES
CASPER GOFFMAN AND C. J. NEUGEBAUER

Introduction. The notion of approximate derivative was introduced
by A. Den joy in 1916 [l ; see also 4], and has important
applications
to integration
theory and to the relation between partial and total
derivatives.
It is natural to ask whether the main properties of derivatives are also possessed by approximate
derivatives.
Indeed, Khintchine [3 ] has shown that Rolle's theorem holds for approximate
derivatives,
and Tolstoff [5] has shown that every approximate
derivative is of Baire class 1. It readily follows that every approximate
derivative has the Darboux property.
Moreover, Tolstoff [6] has
shown that every approximately
differentiable function is differentiable except possibly on a nowhere dense set.
Since the proofs given by Khintchine
and Tolstoff are long and
difficult, and because of the intrinsic value of the subject, it seems
proper that a simple, unified treatment
should be available.
It is
hoped that the present work accomplishes this purpose.

Baire class one. Throughout

the paper 7<>will denote the interval

[0, 1].
Theorem 1. Assume thatf: Io-^R has an approximate
everywhere on 7o. Then f'P is of Baire class 1.
Proof.
function,

derivative fáP

We will show that f'av is the limit of a convergent
which by [2] completes the proof.

For 7 a subinterval

of 70, let

(

fix) - fiy)

\

x —y

Ail; k) = <(x, y): x, y £ 7 and ->
Define an interval

interval

function

)

k> .
)

P(7) by

t

\AiI;k)\

1)

TO = s»p{*ii-í7ír^>7}.
We show that F converges

to/a'¡„ i.e., for xo CI o and {7„| a sequence

of intervals

XoC^mi

In, lim | 7„| =0, we have

HmP(7n)

=/tt'3)(xo).

(1)

in 70 such that
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In order to prove (1), let/a'p(x0) = f, and let l/8>e>0
There is a positive integer N such that

fix) -/(xo)

(2)

-r < €

X — Xo

on a set E for which |Er»7„|/|7„|

be given.

>l-e,

«^A^.

Let n —N be fixed. For xCEH, where En = Er\In,

let

Ex = {y- y C En and | x — xQ\ < 81 x — y\ }.
We assert that

(3)

x C En, y C Ex implies

/(*) - f(y)
x —y

-r

< 17e.

To prove (3), we may assume that xj^Xo, say x>x0. We will further
assume that y>x, the case y<x being treated analogously. We may
also suppose xo = 0, /(x0) = 0.
Since x<8(y —x), x = ry where 0<t<8/9.
From (2) we get

/(*)

/GO

x

y

and adding,
■2€<-<
Thus,

r/(y) —2rey </(x)

<r/(y)

y
4-2rey.

(1 - r)f(y) - 2rey <f(y) -fix)

2e.

x

From this, we infer

< (1 - r)/(y) + 2rey.

Since y —x= (1— r)y>0,

fjy)

2re

y

1 —T

Since f —€</(y)/y<f+e

/(y) - fjx) J(y)
y —x

y

and 2t/(1—r)<16,

f - e - 16e < ^^-i^-

y —x

2re
1 —t

we obtain

< f + e + 16e,

from which (3) follows.
By an easy calculation,

(4)

xCEn

we obtain

implies

\ Ex\ > \ I,|

•(!-«)-3/4.

From (3) and (4) it follows that the set of points (x, y)G7„X7„ for
which
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/(«)

- /(y)

< 17«

x —y

has measure | 7»| 2(l-e)2-3/4>
| 7„| 2/2. Hence,
n = N, and the proof is complete.

| P(7„) -f|

Darboux property. The purpose of this section is to
approximate
derivative
has the Darboux property,
mean value theorem for "approximate
differentiation"
Definition.
A subset E of 70 will be termed d-closed
every point of positive upper density of E.

Lemma 1. Iff: Io—*R is approximately

E=

{x:xCh

[December

<17e,

show that an
and that the
is valid.
iff E contains

continuous on 70, then the set

and fix) è /(O)}

is d-closed.
Proof. This is an immediate
tinuity of /.

consequence

of the approximate

con-

Lemma 2. Let f: Io-^R have an approximate derivative f'p everywhere
on 7o. If faP = 0 on 7o, then f is monotone nondecreasing1 on 7o.
Proof. We first assume /<¿>0 on 70. Let E= {x:x£7o
and/(x)
=^/(0)}, 0<a<l,
and let C be a set satisfying the following conditions :

(i) CCE;
(ii) x',x"GCandx'<x"
implies \E(~\[x', x"]| /(x"-x')
=a. Since
faP>0 on 7o, such sets C exist. Let (ft be the collection of all such sets
C. If (ft is partially ordered by set inclusion, it is readily seen that
every linearly ordered subset of (ft has an upper bound in (ft. By Zorn's
lemma, (R has a maximal element K.
Let ß = supK. We assert that ßCK. For this we show xCK,

x<ß, implies \Er\[x,ß]\/(ß-x)=a
is a sequence

{x„J CK

_

such that

and ßCE. If xCK, x<ß, there
x<x„^x„+i

|7¿n[x,xn]|

and lim x„=p\

Then

\Er\[x,ß]\

a = hm ——-=-•

Thus ß is a point of positive upper density of E, and hence by Lemma

l,ßCE.
Next we show that ß= 1. For, if ß<l,

there would exist y>ß

such

that y CE and \EC\[ß,y]\/iy
—ß)—a. Hence y CK, which is impossible. Thus jS= 1, and /(l) ^/(0).
If faP = 0 on 70, then for any e>0, the function A€(x)=/(x) + ex has
a positive approximate
derivative
since e>0 was arbitrary, /(O) á/(l).

on 70. Hence /(O) á/(l)+e,

1 In [6] a more general theorem is given whose proof is long and involved.
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Applying

the

above

argument

to any

[x', x"]C7o,

we obtain

/(*') á/(«")<

Corollary

1. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2, f'ap is the ordinary

derivative of f.
Proof.

This is clear.

Corollary
2. If f: 70—>i? has an approximate
derivative f'av everywhere on 70, a«a" if there exists a derivative <p' such that cb' ^fávi<b' úf'av)
on lo, then f'ap is the ordinary derivative of f on 7o [3].

Proof.

If <p'^f'aP, then a>'—/¿¡SO on 70. Since <b''—f'apis the ap-

proximate

derivative

of </>
—/ on 7o, by Corollary

1 the proof is com-

plete.
Let /: Io—^R have an approximate
derivative f'ap everywhere on 7o.
Definition.
f'av has property D on 70 iff f'ap has the Darboux property on 70, i.e., if 0=a<ß=l
and r¡ is between fiPia), f'apiß), there

exists £, a <£</?, such that fáPiO =r¡.
Definition./„'j,
has property 717on 70 iff for 0 = a<ß = l there is

a<£<ß

such that fiß) -fia) =f'v(B(ß-a).

Theorem
derivatives.
Proof.

2. TTzeproperties D and 717are equivalent for approximate
Let /: Io—*R have an approximate

derivative

f'av on 70.

(1) M implies D. We only need show that, if Q=a<ß = l and
/¿(a)<O</403),
then there exists £, a£Z£ß,
such that /¿(£)=0.
We may assume that fiß) së/(a), the case fiß) </(a) being treated
similarly. If fiß) =f(a), property 717assures the existence of such a £.
If f(ß)>fia),
we have a point ?j, a<n]<ß,
such that /(??) =/(a), since
/ (being approximately
continuous) satisfies property D. Again application of property 717assures the existence of a £.
(2) D implies 717. Consider 0^a<ß
= l. It suffices to suppose/(a)
=f(ß), and to show there is a %C(a, ß) such that /¿,(£) =0. If /a'„>0

on (a, ß), then, by Lemma 2, fia) <fiß). Similarly, fáP<0 on (a, /3) is
impossible. Hence there exist v¡, r\"Cia,
f'avW) =0- Property 7J>yields the existence

«)

ß) such that /¿(V) =0,
of a ££(«, ß) such that

= o.

Theorem 3. Assume thatf: 70—»P Äas a« approximate
everywhere on 7o. Then f'aP possesses the property D.

derivative fáp

Proof. Suppose that/áj, does not satisfy the property D. We may
then assume that/¿,(0)
<0,/¿,(l)
>0, and there is no £E(0, 1) such

that/4(8«0.
Let £+={x:/4(x)>0}, E~- {*:/£,(*)<0Î. Then I = E+KJE~.
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If Q is a component of either E+ or E~, then Q is either a single
point or else a closed interval.
To prove this, assume that Q is not a single point, and Q is a component of E+. Then Q is an interval. Let a, b be the endpoints of Q.
Since by Lemma 2, / is monotone increasing on (a, b), we have, in
view of the approximate continuity of/, that/is
monotone increasing
on [a, b]. Hence/áj,(a)^0,/a'P(ô)è0.
Since I0 = E+KJE-, we infer

that f'Pia) >0X(0)>0.

Thus <?= [a, 6].

By considering, if necessary, a subinterval
of 7o, we may suppose
that 0 is a component of E~, 1 is a component of E+. Let {Q+}, {Q~}
be the components of E+, E~, respectively, which are intervals, and
let {Q} = {Q+J^IQ-}Then two distinct elements in {(?} are disjoint. Hence P = 7o — Uqs¡q¡ Q° is perfect and f'ap has no point of continuity in P relative to P. However, this contradicts Theorem 1.

Approximate and ordinary
also contained in [5].

derivatives.

The following theorem

is

Theorem
4. Let f: Io—*R have an approximate derivative f'ap everywhere on 7o. Let E= (x:/'(x)
exists}. Then, for every subinterval I of
7o, Ii~\E contains an interval.
Proof. Suppose there exists a subinterval 7 of 7o such that Ii~\E
contains
no interval.
We may assume that 7 = 7o. Let E+
— {x:f'eP(x) s£0], E~= {x: f'apix) <0}. By Corollary
1, every component of E+, E~ is a single point, and since Io = E+\JE~, both E+
and E~ are dense in 70. Let a>0 and let E~ = {x:/„'j,(x) = —a}. We
assert that E~ is dense in I0. As proof consider g(x) =/(x)+a-x.
Then g satisfies the hypothesis of/, and A = {x: g'(x) exists} contains
no interval.

=fáP(x)+a,

Hence

EJ = \ x : g'avix) = 0} is dense

in 7o. Since

g'apix)

we deduce Es~=£~.

Since E+ and E~ are dense in 70, f'ap has no point of continuity
70, contradicting
Theorem 1.

in
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